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Preview of some of the events that are scheduled 

The Fabulous Palm Springs Follies  

is a Broadway caliber theatrical production located in 

the heart of the famous California resort town of Palm 

Springs. The show has played to nearly three million 

patrons during its 22 year run and celebrates the music, 

dance and comedy of the 40s&50s and with one amazing 

difference – every member of the Follies cast is between 

56 and 86 years young.   The Fabulous Palm Springs 

Follies - a world-famous, Broadway-caliber celebration 

of the music, dance, and comedy of Mid-Century Amer-

ica with a cast old enough to have lived it! Venerated 

guest stars and international vaudeville acts join the Fol-

lies' world-renowned line of Long-Legged Lovelies and 

Follies Gentlemen  All  between 56 and 86 years young                                                                             

The Follies has proven, beyond a doubt, Billie Burke's 

(a.k.a. Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld and a star in her own right) 

famous quote, "Age doesn't matter unless you're a 

cheese." Our pledge is to remain true to the spirit of 

early Palm Springs while promising a world-class enter-

tainment experience at every performance! 

The Palm Springs Aerial Tramway, 

World’s Largest Rotating Tramcar, 

you will experience a breathtaking 

journey up the beautiful Chino Can-

yon.  Begin the 10 minute ride at the 

Valley Station , A one-of-a-kind ex-

perience can be had by all  

SAVE THE DATE 

NOV. 11th to NOV. 15th  

2013 

 FOR NEXT YEARS 

CARPETBAGGER 

REUNION 
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AFSOC commander presents new 352nd SOG leader 
 

by Staff Sgt. Thomas Trower  
352nd Special Operations Group Public Affairs 

 

7/6/2012 - RAF MILDENHALL, England -- The Air Com-

mandos of the 352nd Special Operations Group gathered 

July 6 in Hangar 814  to witness a turnover of leadership at 

the unit's change of command ceremony.  

Col. Christopher Ireland assumed command from Col. Gary 

McCollum during the ceremony, which was officiated by Lt. 

Gen. Eric E. Fiel, Air Force Special Operations Command 

commander. Ireland now commands the more than 700 Air-

men who comprise the only Air Force special operations unit 

in the European theater.  

Ireland is a senior pilot with more than 3,000 flying hours in 

multiple airframes, including the MC-130 E/H Combat 

Talon. He comes to RAF Mildenhall following attendance as 

a resident student at Naval War College, Naval Station New-

port, R.I. Previous to this assignment, he served as opera-

tions officer of the Pakistan-Afghanistan Coordination Cell 

of the Joint Staff at the Pentagon. 

"Your exploits, especially lately, have been exemplary," Ire-

land said of the 352nd SOG. "Your performance is legen-

dary. There are plenty of things to do in the months ahead." 

RAF Mildenhall's operations are not new to Ireland, who served as an aircraft commander and flight com-

mander in the 7th Special Operations Squadron from October 2002 to June 2004.  

 

The "Quiet Professionals" of the 352nd SOG remain postured to execute contingency response, joint and com-

bined special operations, and support humanitarian and relief operations throughout Europe and elsewhere, at 

"any time and any place." 

 

Its personnel are spread amongst five squadrons, all based at RAF Mildenhall, with a sub-component based in 

Germany. The 7th SOS employs the MC-130H Combat Talon II and the 67th Special Operations Squadron em-

ploys the MC-130P Combat Shadow. The 321st Special Tactics Squadron, a specialized unit of pararescuemen 

and combat controllers, also works closely with the group's special operations support and maintenance squad-

rons to project airpower when and where it's needed. The group's latest editions will include the CV-22 Osprey 

and MC-130J Commando II which will call RAF Mildenhall home in the coming years. 

 

After serving in the 352nd SOG since 2008, first as the deputy commander and the last two years as com-

mander, McCollum leaves RAF Mildenhall for his new assignment at the Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 

 

"I leave with you an amazing and incredibly capable unit," said McCollum to Ireland.  

 

As the 352nd SOG commander, Ireland also serves as Joint Special Operations Air Component-Europe com-

mander, responsible for command and control of all U.S. special operations airpower within the European 

Command theater of operations. 

 

Lt. Gen. Eric E. Fiel, Air Force Special Operations Com-

mand commander, presents the 352nd Special Operations 

Group guidon, and in turn leadership of the unit, to Col. 

Christopher Ireland during a change of command cere-

mony at RAF Mildenhall, England, in Hangar 814 July 6, 

2012. Ireland is a senior pilot with more than 3,000 flying 

hours in multiple airframes, including the MC-130 E/H 

Combat Talon. (U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Thomas 

Trower) 
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Response from my Veterans Message   
Thank you Theresa 

Thank you so very much. I am going to pass along your touching message this evening to 
my father & your fellow Carpetbagger, Marvin E. Andrews. Yesterday and today my father 
and I have enjoyed the company of other veterans at the Applebee's restaurant compli-
mentary dinner and then this morning at our local Hy-Vee grocery for breakfast. That is 
one of my favorites as hundreds of Veterans turn out. I have such fun talking w/and hug-
ging each one. My father is used to me by now and he knows how emotional I always get. 
I had secretly sent his WWII photo into our local paper yesterday along with other Veter-
ans that Kansas City honored. He was so surprised and delighted. And, at each event we 
attended, my father proudly wore his Carpetbagger cap. He also understands my long time 
mission which is to collect artificial flowers throughout the year (along with flags) and then 
on the day before Veteran's day I load them into my car and visit the cemetery where my 
mother is buried and also to the oldest & most historic cemetery in Kansas City...Elmwood. 
This year I was able to decorate 150 graves. Elmwood alone has 1,500 veterans so I barely 
made a dent but if I could have, I would have decorated them all. One of the things that 
moved me the most was the secret corner of Elmwood which I discovered is the burial site 
for many, many civil war Veterans. I wrote down the names of many of these veterans and 
came home to look them up in my historical book on Elmwood cemetery. Oh my goodness, 
two of them had endured the terrible Andersonville prison. Another that touched my heart 
was a young boy who wanted to be with his father who was serving so; he became the 
"bandage boy". At only 9 years old he collected pieces of cotton and lint and carried it up 
to what is a historic home here called, The Wornall House. It served as a military field hos-
pital right across the road from where the Battle of Westport was fought. It may sound 
crazy, but at every grave I visited and decorated with a bouquet & flag (no matter what 
war they fought in) I felt such a sense of peace & warmth. Somehow I felt they were smil-
ing down on me and knew they weren't forgotten. And, just talking about it can get me all 
teary-eyed and sentimental once again. 
And, of course I especially love my Carpetbaggers. I honor each and every one of you 
every day of my life. 
Thank you so much,          Theresa Andrews KC, Mo 

Ever walk into a room with some purpose in mind, only to  com-
pletely forget what that purpose was?  Turns out, doors themselves 
are to blame for these strange memory lapses. 
Psychologists at the University of Notre Dame have discovered that 
passing through a doorway triggers what's known as an event bound-

ary in the mind, separating one set of thoughts and memories from 

the next. Your brain files away the thoughts you had in the previ-
ous room and prepares a blank slate for the new  locale. 

It's not aging; it's the door!                                                                                                    
Whew, thank goodness for research studies!!! 
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Here is the story behind the Mosquito’s first flight and visit to our hangars yester-
day, plus a few more pictures of this lovely, brand-spanking-new, old aeroplane! 
 
Tech Ops' Auckland base saw a world first today, welcoming the world’s only flying Mosquito on its 
maiden flight from Ardmore aerodrome. Most of Tech Ops Auckland personnel popped out to see 
the Mosquito land, escorted in by a Trojan and taxi 
onto the Tech Ops hardstand for a quick check over. 
The pilot, Cathay pilot David Phillips, is one of New 
Zealand’s most experienced pilots in vintage and clas-
sic aircraft. He owns and flies his own Hawker Hunter 
jet. He said the Mosquito was quite unlike anything 
he’s flown before. 
“Kind of heavy and light and the same time. It’s hard 
to describe. The controls are light; it’s responsive but 
you are conscious of the inertia. You can feel the rud-
der is a long way back. It flies like a very well de-
signed, 15,000lb twin-engine strike aircraft.” 
He says he wasn’t really nervous, just concentrating 
hard, “conscious of what you would be remembered 
for if anything went wrong.” 
“It was lovely. They did a fantastic job of building it.” 
His observer on this historic first flight was Warren 
Denholm who runs Avspecs, the Ardmore-based resto-
ration company that has been rebuilding the aircraft 
since its American owner since 2005. 
He was also concentrating hard on the gauges. “It’s 
my first time in a Mosquito; it’s the pilot’s first flight in 
a Mosquito, it’s the first time the plane has flown; it’s 
the first time anyone has flown a Mosquito anywhere 
in the world for decades so you don’t have much time 
to smell the roses. But when you finally stop gritting 
your teeth and look out the window over South Auck-
land and realise no-one else can do this, in the only 
flying Mosquito anywhere in the world, life is pretty 
good.” 
They picked a couple of items they wanted their engineers to look at before the flight back but War-
ren was well satisfied with the first flight. “It went very, very well.”  
KA 114 was built in Canada and saw brief service in 1945 before going into reserve storage. It was 
sold to a farmer and it lay in a field for 30 years before it was moved to the Canadian Museum of 
Flight awaiting a proper restoration. Jerry Yagen of the Fighter Factory Collection in Virginia bought 
it and sent it to Warren’s team to restore. What makes the Mosquito so special and so rare is its 
wooden balsa-core sandwich construction. It was the world’s first composite construction aircraft. 
Like almost every other Mosquito, KA114’s body had rotted – it broke in two when being rescued 
from a farmer’s field. So this and several other Mosquito projects around the world owe their exis-
tence to Kiwi Glyn Powell and his Mosquito Aircraft Restoration team who undertook the task of 
building the two 11m moulds needed to lay up the new fuselage halves, with the precision needed 
to get the bulkheads and pick-up points in exactly the right place. They also built the 16.5m wing. 
The first Mosquito was delivered in 1941 and was used in many different roles, as a low-level day-
time bomber, as a reconnaissance aircraft, as a bomber escort and was particularly successful as a  
U-boat hunter. 

MOSQUITO  TODAY 
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MOSQUITO  YESTERDAY 

Our Mosquito used for Intelligence and Insertion Missions 

Black Mosquito  early 1945 Harrington Army Air Corp Base in England 

Used in Carpetbagger “Red Stocking” missions over Germany for the OSS   using  

Joan /  Eleanor equipment Communication  492nd Bomb Group                             

Marvin R Edwards was Navigator 
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Once again the weather was fine for the annual Remembrance Day gathering at the Carpetbagger Memo-
rial. More than sixty people attended the ceremony, held in bright sunshine, to pay their respects to all the 
brave young men and women who have given their lives in the cause of freedom. Each year more and 
more people attend this ceremony and so in addition to those from Harrington and surrounding villages, 
there were friends from Northampton,  Market Harborough and Fleckney in Leicestershire. As no represen-
tative from any of the local churches could be found to conduct the service this year, the service was 
secular. This arrangement met with the approval of all those in attendance and may well become feature of 
future Remembrance Days. A short address of commemoration was given by Ron Clarke and Fred West 
before the laying of wreaths on the Carpetbagger Memorial. Wreaths were laid on behalf of the 801st/492nd 
Bombardment Group Association, Harrington Parish Council and Harrington Aviation Museum. Members 
of the congregation then laid their own tributes. Unfortunately, Tom Reeves from Northamptonshire Avia-
tion Society was unable to be with us as he is not fully recovered from his recent motoring accident. We all 
wish him well and hope to see him next year. At the close of the ceremony, guests were invited to go to the 
aviation museum where light refreshments were served. At least half those who attended the service took 
advantage of this offer and the mornings proceedings were concluded with a pleasant social gathering. 

REMEMBRANCE DAY 2012 

 THANK YOU TO OUR FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
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Alex J. Body - R.O.                                              ASN 15140417 

Hubert E. Bradford ———- Gunner                ASN 37703402 

Joseph G. Bucci ————— Gunner                ASN 13190962 

Charles E. Denton ————    Pilot                  ASN 02059001 

Robert J. Kaufman,Jr.        -Copilot                  ASN 0-836476 

Robert L. Matthei —-           Navigator             ASN 02072831 

Myron H. Nedelsky ——-    Engineer                ASN 32943367 

John J. Rabiego —————Gunner                 ASN 16191907 

Wilford O. Stubenrouch—   Gunner                 ASN 17159979 

Kelly was copilot to Estes in the 

ASW group. After Estes went MIA 

in November of 1943, Kelly was 

made pilot of the crew, and 

Corley was brought in as copilot. 

Though Kelly and his EMs were 

original members of the ASW Group 

the officers of his crew had to 

Kelly was copilot to Estes in the ASW group. After 

Estes went MIA in November of 1943, Kelly was 

made pilot of the crew, and Corley was brought in 

as copilot.Though Kelly and his EMs were original 

members of the ASW Group the officers of his 

crew had to be assembled from other crews. Cox 

was taken from the Crance crew, Corley does not 

show up on his Mission Reports until April, and 

Brown did not fly with him until mid-February of 

1944. Kelly flew his first combat mission with the 

406th BS in January, as copilot to Heflin (MR 

0012). Probably pro-rated for his ASW hours in 

the U.K., he finished a tour with 24 missions in 

June of 1944,and some of his enlisted left early as 

well. The others had to find make-up missions to 

finish their tours. 

Standing,L-R: 

John T. Kelly-—–——-     Pilot               ASN 0796400 

Doyle L. Corley ——-       Copilot          ASN 0800753 

Joseph P. Cox ———–   Navigator         ASN 0673101 

Orrin Brown,Jr ———- Bombardier    ASN 0733020                   

Kneeling,L-R: 

Lawrence G. Dana—–— Gunner          ASN 39827090 

Russell R.Hancock—-     Engineer        ASN 17027284 

Joseph C. Parker———- R.O.              ASN 34290522 

Henry Cooke —————Dispatcher    ASN 6257502 

Squadron Commanders were limited in the num-

ber of combat missions they could fly but that did-

n’t stop them from worrying about their crews on 

Operational Mission nights. Here Rodman St. 

Clair (left) Commanding Officer of the 36th BS 

and John Madden (right), Assistant Station Adju-

tant, Pass time with a friendly game of cribbage at 

Station 179.Photo courtesy of Red Monaghan 

The Denton crew  

The Denton crew arrived at Harrington on 23 

February 1945. Initially Assigned to the 857th 

BS, in the following month they were Reas-

signed to the 856th BS. Names of those in the 

stateside picture have not yet been matched to 

faces. Lat Period Log shows nine flights for the 

crew including their return flight to the Zone 

of the Interior 

http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=15140417&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1092073
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=37703402&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=6870353
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=13190962&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=798025
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=32943367&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=3440070
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=16191907&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1311908
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=17159979&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1449087
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=39827090&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=8132834
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=17027284&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1373420
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=34290522&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=4716055
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=06257502&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=168670
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Replacement crew, they arrived at Harrington in July of 

1944 to fill in for 788th crews who would soon be finishing 

up their tours. Along with the Robins crew, they had 

passed a route from Hammer Field near Fresno, California 

to Harrington. Flying their first combat mission in late 

July, they managed 20 more before the "doldrums" period 

of Oct-Dec 1944. In December of 1944 they were sent on 

Detached Service with the 885th BS in Italy (15th AF), 

never to return. For unknown reasons, Francis Miller re-

mained at Harrington. Deane Heiny returned to the ZI 

with 54 combat missions to his credit 

L-R Standing: 

Lyle V. Petterson   —————       Bombardier                  ASN  0766351 

Deane A. Heiny   ——————      Copilot                          ASN  0768091 

Joseph M. Gwiazdon   ————     Pilot                               ASN  0700451 

Arthur I. Eisner    ——-———-      Navigator                     ASN  0709318  

L-R Kneeling 

Stanley A. Musial  ——————   Engineer                        ASN 36590803 

Ronald J. O’Hara    —————-   Gunner                          ASN 13187403 

Francis P. Miller  ——————-   Gunner                          ASN 39285592 

Mario R. Lipira   ——————-   R.O.                                ASN 16169429 

       The  Gwiazdon crew 

Back Row,L-R:  

William G. McKee -   ———————— Pilot                  ASN 0741921 

Norman O. Stoll -       ———————     Navigator         ASN 0690500 

Robert R. France -        ——————    Bombardier       ASN 0688334 

Everett E. Harwell -     ——————      Copilot              ASN 0747406 

 Front Row,L-R: 

Charles D. Fairbanks ———————   Tailgunner        ASN 15097490 

Joe D. Saylor - ——————————   Dispatcher        ASN 18160982 

Richard W. Fogelsonger - ——————R.O.                   ASN 13157397 

Edd H. Cuplin - —————————— Engineer           ASN 37267539 

Augmentation crew, arriving at Alconbury in mid-

December 1943. Pasvantis and Dickinson were proba-

bly left with the 482nd BG, the first BG the crew was 

assigned to. Neither shows up in further orders at Al-

conbury through the middle of February 1944. 

McKee returned tot Harrington in 1945 for a second 

tour, completing an additional 14 missions.  

The McKee crew 

 

Os: 

Ralph B. Sampson ——————- Pilot                   ASN  0828244 

William S. Bartholomew ————Copilot              ASN  0708165 

Richard L. Greene ——————- Navigator         ASN T-132922 

Theodore S. Shimkus —————-Bombardier      ASN T-131624 

 

EMs: 

Donald G. Bennett —————— Gunner             ASN 12239567 

Stephen P. Dunn,Jr. —————- Gunner             ASN 33712130 

Harry R. Ford - ———————-Engineer           ASN 35221874 

Alfred B. Lindquist ——————Gunner            ASN 12227118 

Lester Schiff —————————R.O.                 ASN 31358764 

Howard L. Wible ——————-- Gunner            ASN 33691767 
L-R: Shimkus, Sampson, Bartholomew. 

Three Officers of the Sampson crew 

http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=13187403&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=795015
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=13187403&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=795015
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=16169429&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1299331
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=15097490&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1071411
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=18160982&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1602976
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=13157397&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=782940
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=all&tf=F&q=12239567&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=633375
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=33712130&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=4178512
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=35221874&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=5558298
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=12227118&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=622691
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=31358764&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=2562450
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=33691767&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=4159954
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Back Row,L-R: 

Prokopes Colevas ————–Gunner                       ASN 13142750 

Dana F. Anderson ————–Gunner                      ASN 13180789  

Carmine A. D'Attilio ———-Engineer                    ASN 32747187 

Robert L. Moore ————-- Gunner                      ASN 35087217 

John W. Faherty —————R.O.                            ASN 31369123 

Edward I. Turken ————- Gunner                      ASN 16160811        

Front Row,L-R: 

Charles J. Leighton ————Bombardier               ASN T-134227 

Don E. Steffe ——————-  Copilot                       ASN T-634845 

Henry J. Krause —————-Navigator                   ASN 02074464 

The crew arrived at Harrington on Special Orders 

#39 dtd 21Feb45 and were assigned to the 856th BS. 

Names transcribed from the back of the picture above 

and in one with names on front, ASNs from orders. 

Anderson is a guess, does not appear named in the 

picture. 

The Felix G. Price  crew 

Standing,L-R: 

Robert M. Clift —————- Navigator                      ASN 02069946  

Napoleon A. Morneau,Jr. - —Bombardier                 ASN 02068215 

John L. Wieder - —————Copilot                          ASN  T-63436 

Balazs M. Orban - ————-Pilot                               ASN  0830681      

Kneeling,L-R: 

David K. Lyon - —————-Gunner                         ASN 33615401 

Kevin P. O'Brien - ————-Gunner                         ASN 12177978 

Russell J. Carrier ————--Engineer                       ASN 13068070 

Stanley E. Worl - ————--Gunner                          ASN 17136384 

Salvatore R. Morganti - ——R.O.                               ASN 31327091 

The Orban Crew 

The crew arrived at Harrington on 13 December 

1944, along with the crews of Akerhielm, Charles 

Edwards, Imparato, Robert Johnson, Ladue, 

Palmer, and Sampson all from the 70th Replace-

ment Depot. Names from Special Orders #236,dtd 

13Dec44 and the back of the photo, supplied by 

Stan Worl. 

Back Row,L-R: 

Neil G. Ellis ——— Pilot               ASN 0668055 

Glen L. Stanislaus - Copilot           ASN 0689997 

Eugene Polinsky —-Navigator      ASN 0692070 

Herbert Goff ——- Bombardier   ASN 0747585 

 

Kneeling,L-R: 

Ray L. Green ——- Engineer      ASN 39834947 

Raymond A. Orwasky - R.O.       ASN 35746651 

Pedro Pereda —— Tail Gunner  ASN 36706837 

Cecil M. Waters — Dispatcher    ASN 18189969 

The Ellis  crew 

http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=all&tf=F&q=13142750&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=774526
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=13180789&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=792225
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=32747187&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=3293236
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=35087217&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=5452330
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=31369123&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=2544313
http://www.801492.org/Air%20Crew/SO%20Singles/SO039(H)-45.pdf
http://www.801492.org/Air%20Crew/SO%20Singles/SO039(H)-45.pdf
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=all&tf=F&q=33615401&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=4087658
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=12177978&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=599518
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=17136384&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1437697
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=31327091&bc=sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=2507394
http://www.801492.org/Air%20Crew/SO%20Singles/SO236(H)-44.pdf
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=39834947&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=8140472
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&cat=WR26&tf=F&q=35746651&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=6006390
http://aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=1&tf=F&q=18189969&bc=,sl,sd&rpp=10&pg=1&rid=1626519
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The French Resistance (French; La Résis-

tance française) is the name used to denote the 

collection of French resistance movements that 

fought against the Nazi German occupation of 

France and against the collaborationist Vichy 

régime during World War II. Résistance cells were small groups 

of armed men and women (called the Maquis in rural areas), who, 

in addition to their guerrilla warfare activities, were also publish-

ers of underground newspapers, providers of first-hand intelli-

gence information, and maintainers of escape networks that 

helped Allied soldiers and airmen trapped behind enemy lines. 

The men and women of the Résistance came from all economic 

levels and political leanings of French society, including émigrés; 

conservative Roman Catholics, including priests; members of the 

Jewish community; and citizens from the ranks of liberals, anar-

chists, and communists. 

The French Resistance played a significant role in facilitating the 

Allies' rapid advance through France following the invasion of 

Normandy on 6 June 1944, and the lesser-known invasion of 

Provence on 15 August, by providing military intelligence on the German defenses 

known as the Atlantic Wall and on Wehrmacht deployments and orders of battle. The 

Résistance also planned, coordinated, and executed acts of sabotage on the electrical 

power grid, transportation facilities, and telecommunications networks.[4][5] It was 

also politically and morally important to France, both during the German occupation 

and for decades afterward, because it provided the country with an inspiring exam-

ple of the patriotic fulfillment of a national imperative, countering an existential 

threat to French nationhood. The actions of the Résistance stood in marked contrast 

to the collaboration of the regime installed at Vichy. 

After the landings in Normandy and Provence, the paramilitary components of the 

Résistance were organized more formally, into a hierarchy of operational units 

known, collectively, as the French Forces of the Interior (FFI). Estimated to have a 

strength of 100,000 in June 1944, the FFI grew rapidly, doubling by the following 

month, and reaching approximately 400,000 by October of that year.[8] Although the 

amalgamation of the FFI was, in some cases, fraught with political difficulties, it 

was ultimately successful, and it allowed France to rebuild a reasonably large army 

(1.2 million men) by VE Day in May 1945.[9] 

The French Resistance  
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The following events at Harrington for thirty six hours provides a good picture of the Carpetbagger operational process.                                                                                                                                                                               

Targets Received and Plotted This process begins at 1700 hours, at which time the Conference Room at Air Opera-

tions Headquarters, OSS, in London, via the scrambler telephone gives S-2 (the intelligence officer at Harrington) the 

list of approved targets for the following night. The targets are designated by names and numbers (eg Wheelwright 11, 

Mixer 7) which refer to targets kept on file and described in detail on Air Transport Forms No 6. During the evening, S-

2 plots these targets on a large operational map covering a wall of the office of the Deputy Group Commander. The map 

is in a scale of 1 to 500,000, or about ten miles to the inch. It shows topographical features, such as elevations, rivers and 

forests. Any areas where Special Operation flights are prohibited are clearly indicated on the map. When a target is plot-

ted, it is indicated by a tab pinned to the map. The comparative priority of the missions is shown by bits of coloured pa-

per attached to the pins. British or Special Operations Executive targets proposed for the same night are also plotted with 

distinctive tabs.                                                                                                                                                                   

Night's Targets Laid On At about 0900 hours the following morning, the Station Weather Officer advises the Com-

manding Officer, or his deputy, of weather conditions anticipated in the target areas, and at that time it is decided where 

it will be practicable to send Carpetbagger aircraft. Then the Commanding Officer, or his deputy, selects the list of tar-

gets for the night, considering the priority of requests for material in the field, the reception record of the particular 

ground, the possibilities of enemy opposition, the distribution of desired missions and the availability of aircraft and 

crews. The list of selected missions is then telephoned to the London Conference Room by the Intelligence Officer and 

if London has no practical changes to suggest, the list is in effect for that night's operations.                                                                                                                                                        

Targets Assigned to Squadrons At about 1100 hours, the Squadron Commanders are called in and meet before the 

map in the Group Operations Room with the tabs pinpointing the targets for the night. Together, the squadron leaders 

select targets for their crews, balancing the difficult with the comparatively easy, the distant with the near, so that each 

squadron finally will have about the same work load. Any disagreement arising among the squadron commanders is de-

cided by the toss of a coin; or, the Commanding Officer may be called upon to make the decision                                                                                                                                                      

Navigators Receive Targets At about 1200 hours, the navigators of the crews receive their targets from the Squadron 

Navigator, who has received his list from the Group Navigator, who has been advised of the targets by S-2 Intelligence 

Officer. In the meantime, S-2 officers have been gathering briefing data, and preparing maps and special instructions. At 

1500 hours, each crew navigator turns in a flight plan to his Squadron Navigator, who brings all his squadron flight 

plans to the Group Navigator. The flight plans and courses are checked by the Group and Squadron Navigators, and if 

necessary, changes are made. A take-off time schedule is made up by the Group Navigator, who is an assistant S-3 Op-

erations Officer. The take-off time schedule is posted and distributed to Squadron S-3's.                                                                                                               

S-2 Brief Crews Also at about 1500 hours, S-2 Officers begin meeting with officer members of each crew. Crew maps 

are checked for location of the target (latitude, longitude and terrain features). The S-2 Officers use large scale maps, 1 

to 500,000 or 1 to 80,000, to ensure accuracy. Each crew is briefed separately by an S-2 Officer and has the opportunity 

to study the S-2 map and to compare it with their own map. Their maps are called target maps and are on a scale of 1 to 

250,000 or about five miles to an inch.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Final Briefing At 1630 hours, a final briefing session is held for all crew members in the Nissen hut briefing room 

alongside the Group Operations Building. A weather officer displays the weather map and gives a complete explanation 

of conditions for each target area, stressing expectations en route and at the home base on the return flight. Weather pre-

dictions cover direction and velocity of winds, cloud conditions, icing conditions, the likelihood of rain, sleet or snow. 

Then, the Intelligence Officer gives any special information which may affect the crew. Next the Deputy Commander 

gives general flying and dropping instructions, and finally the Group Navigator gives instructions on the route to be fol-

lowed whilst over England and the point and altitude for crossing the English coast. He ends up by giving the men a 

'time check', on which all crew watches are synchronised. During the afternoon, enlisted crew members are briefed as 

necessary. The crew navigator briefs them on the course, the type of reception signal, the code recognition letters for the 

target, and the terrain features approaching and around the target. The radio operators are handed a radio 'flimsy' just 

before takeoff. The 'flimsy' details all signals information including the code letters, the ground challenge and reply let-

ter, and the colours of the day for flare signals over England, the navigational radio beacons, direction finder stations in 

England, a list of the airdrome signals for England and other navigational information, including the night's bomber 

code used in communications between bombers and home stations.                                              Continued on page #14 

OPERATIONAL CYCLE OF CARPETBAGGER MISSIONS                                                                           
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If necessary, the Group  Communications Officer briefs radio operators on special information. The crew navigators 

plot their targets on the maps they will use on their mission, check the presence of flak from the S-2 flak maps, select 

routes and check points en route to their target. The crew navigator does this under the direction of his Squadron Navi-

gator, using the Intelligence library as needed. Dispatchers, when the aircraft carries special packages or personnel to 

be dropped, are briefed by the Group Armament Officer, who is the Chief Dispatcher for the Group.                                                                                                                                                                   

Preparation for Take-off During the day, as they have an opportunity, crews give their aircraft a pre flight inspec-

tion: A half hour test flight is made with each aircraft scheduled for the mission, in order to test all the equipment. 

Crews have a meal approximately two and a half hours before take-off time, and arrive at their crew rooms, located in 

Squadron Operations, about two hours before the take-off. The navigator then receives up to the minute weather re-

ports on a weather card, and turns in a revised flight plan and estimated time of arrival to the Squadron S-3. The pilot 

receives and distributes to his crew kits furnished by S-2 and containing rations of candy and chewing gum, flares, 

purses and emergency packets. The radio operator receives his 'flimsy' and the navigator his 'GEE' codes. It is now 

about forty five minutes before take-off time, and the crew is driven out to where their B24 aircraft is parked. About 

three hours before the first scheduled take-off, Group Operations telephone the flight plans of all aircraft to the Move-

ment Liaison Officer of the Aircraft Movement Control Section of the Air Defences of Great Britain Command. This 

includes the 'RT', which is the squadron callsign and the aircraft letter for recognition (eg  Reachforth S- Sugar), the 

times of crossing the English and enemy coasts and the proposed landing times.                                                                                                                          

Loading the Aircraft As soon as it is ready, the target list goes to the OSS Liaison Officer at Harrington, so that he 

can draw up a list of required containers and packages for which he arranges delivery to the air drome. The containers 

are consigned to the Group Ordnance Officer, whose men deliver the containers, first snapping on parachutes, to the 

aircraft where Armament Section men stand ready to load the containers into the aircraft. The packages are delivered 

to the Armament Officer of the Group and are taken to the aircraft for loading. The OSS Liaison Officer and his men 

check each aircraft to ensure that the proper loading is in place. Leaflets or 'Nickels' are handled by the Armament 

Section, who deliver them to the aircraft in bundles of 4,000, as received from the Cheddington warehouse of OWI/

PWE, operating under the direction of SHAEF. Usually six to ten bundles of leaflets are loaded according to the stock 

on hand, the length of flight and the time over enemy territory. For new areas, not previously well covered by leaflets, 

more leaflets will be despatched if possible. (No leaflets are dropped near targets, for security reasons. After leaving 

the target thirty to fifty miles behind, the dispatcher drops the leaflets on villages and towns passed over on the home-

ward flight). Personnel to be dropped are received at Harrington by the Armament Officer and are controlled by his 

section until loaded on the aircraft. Representatives from 'Special Operations', London, escort all agents until they are 

loaded, supervise their dressing and assist in their briefing for the drop                                                                                      

Take - Off T he aircraft are now ready for the night's missions. The crews warm up their aircraft and take off on 

schedule, proceeding individually to their targets. As each aircraft takes off, the Flying Control Section checks it out 

and reports this take off to Group Operations who telephones the information to the Movement Liaison Officers of the 

Air Defences of Great Britain Command at Stanmore.                                                                                                           

Interrogation of Crews When an aircraft has completed its mission and returned to the home base, its crew are 

driven directly to the Intelligence Library situated at the rear of the Group Operations Building, for interrogation by S-

2 Officers. The interrogation find the crew showing the stress of a hard dangerous mission which has lasted from five 

to eight hours. Free, frank interchange of information is encouraged. The S-2 Officers handle the jumpy crew with a 

great deal of tact and flexibility...                                                                                                                                                                          

End of the mission After the interrogation, the crew go to the Mess Hall, where under the supervision of a medical 

officer, each man is given a two ounce medicinal ration of whiskey. The man signs a receipt for his whiskey, which is 

issued for operational use only and serves to relax tense nerves. Then the men get a good breakfast, including fresh 

eggs, and go to bed. If any man has trouble getting to sleep, he is supposed to ask the Medical Officer for a sedative. 

The operational cycle ends as the men return to their billets for a well deserved rest. 

OPERATIONAL CYCLE OF CARPETBAGGER MISSIONS       From Page #13                                                                          
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Final Missions 
 

We Salute Our Comrades -in -Arms 

Melvin H. Davis  ASN 783316 

2nd Lt  406th BS 

Bombardier ( Anderson Crew ) 

Joseph W. Meek  ASN35338185 

 T/Sgt  788th/859th BS  

Radio Operator (Martin Crew)  

Francis J Lamarre  ASN 36585948 

Cpl 406th/858th BS  Aircraft Sheet 

Metal Worker Flight Engineer and 

Assistant Crew Chief 

Henry W Wolcott III              

ASN  0-801233 

1st Lt  406th/858th BS  

Earl L Zimmerman ASN 16098186 

 ( Foley Crew ) No Pictures            

or information available  
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BANNER HANGING IN SAVANNAH GEORGIA                

at the 8th AIR FORCE MUSEUM                         

1999 

Carpetbagger Plaque on Pedestal  at 

8th Air Force  Museum in Savannah, 

Georgia 1998   


